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ABSTRACT
Despite efforts to augment or replace the 2-dimensional spreadsheet grid with formal data structures such as arrays and tables to ease formula authoring and reduce errors, the flexible grid remains overwhelmingly successful. Why? We interviewed a diverse sample of 21 spreadsheet users about their use of structure in spreadsheets. It emerges that data structuring is subject to a complex network of incentives and constraints, including factors extrinsic to spreadsheets such as the user’s expertise, auxiliary tools, and collaborator needs. Moreover, we find that table columns are an important abstraction, and that operations such as conditional formatting, data validation, and formula authoring can be implemented on table columns, rather than cell ranges. To probe this, we designed 4 click-through prototypes for a follow-up study with 20 participants. We found that although column operations improved the value proposition of structured tables, they are unlikely to supplant the advantages of the flexible grid.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Empirical studies in HCI; Interface design prototyping; • Applied computing → Spreadsheets.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The spreadsheet is among the most widely-used tools for data storage, manipulation, and analysis [94]. A key reason for its success as an end-user programming platform is its unrestricted 2-dimensional grid. The grid allows direct inspection and manipulation of data values, effectively starting its abstraction gradient [42, 90] at zero. It facilitates exploratory programming [63], since it requires very little premature commitment [42] in comparison to traditional textual programming languages, which typically require upfront commitment to a data structure e.g., an array, dictionary, variable, data frame, etc.) and a type, in the case of statically typed languages, before data can be stored and manipulated. In a spreadsheet, to
instantiate a data set requires the user only to choose a suitable location and layout for inputting the data. On the other hand, it is well-documented that the flexibility of spreadsheets also makes them error prone [79–81, 83]. Without formal types or data structures, spreadsheets suffer from classes of error that in traditional programming languages are easily detected, or completely prevented. Perhaps the most famous and disastrous spreadsheet error of all, the Reinhart-Rogoff error [52], could in part be traced back to an instance of such an error class: the omission of certain cells, notionally part of a set, in a SUM function. If implemented as a sum over an array in a traditional programming language, the error would have been impossible. Of course, traditional programming languages are susceptible to their own kinds of errors to which spreadsheets are immune, such as the common novice error of forgetting to return a value from a non-void function [16]. Nonetheless, the point here is not that spreadsheets are more error-prone than traditional programming languages in any absolute sense, but rather that the particular kind of error in Reinhart-Rogoff is prevented by the design of primitive data structures in many traditional languages.

Spreadsheet users often operate on higher-level abstractions (such as arrays and matrices) despite having neither a formal understanding of such structures, nor first-class support for such structures in their spreadsheet application. This mismatch between the conceptual level at which the user is operating on the data, and the way in which the spreadsheet tool represents the data, is a source of errors. A version of this problem, literally called the ‘match-mismatch conjecture’, was observed by visual languages researchers in the early 1990s [41].

There have since been several commercial and research attempts to address this mismatch (described in detail in Section 2). The approach is to introduce data structures that aim to strike a balance between the freedom and flexibility of the traditional grid, and the safety and power of formal types and structures. Each of these solutions imposes some restrictions on the freedom of the grid, as well as increases the complexity of the formula language to introduce operations that apply at the level of the structure, a necessary cost of higher abstraction. None of these proposals has seen commercial success in any way comparable to the success of the free grid. Even modest attempts to introduce structure into the free grid in a limited and non-intrusive manner, such as formal tables and arrays, have very limited uptake (we uncover some reasons for this in Section 5).

The failure of widespread adoption of more structured spreadsheets is a true enigma, given that evidence of the mismatch between spreadsheets’ low-level data representation and the high-level user representations goes back decades [48]. What could be the reason for this? Maybe structuring data requires too much expertise, or too much effort. Maybe the structures proposed thus far come from a programmer-centric view of spreadsheets, and it is incorrect to assume that the same structures that are so useful to professional programmers (arrays, dictionaries, objects, and the like) are also useful for end-user programmers. Depending on the reason, the match-mismatch problem of spreadsheet data structuring may require very different solutions. Answering this question is therefore an extremely valuable prize. We cannot claim a definitive answer in this paper, but we have nonetheless made important strides that throw fresh light on the issue. This paper makes the following contributions:

- We conducted contextual interviews of 21 spreadsheet users from a variety of domains and levels of expertise, in which we asked about the structures of data in their spreadsheets (Section 4). Our results map out a network of constraints and influences on the layout and structure of user data, which is significantly more complex than previously thought, and leads to the important conclusion that the match-mismatch problem involves several ecosystem concerns that cannot be controlled through innovative spreadsheet design (Section 5).

- We present designs for **table column operations**, a class of potentially valuable augmentations to formal spreadsheet tables grounded in our empirical evidence for users’ needs in structuring their data (Section 6). We conducted scenario-based interviews with 20 participants from our initial study to probe whether they could significantly improve the value proposition of formal tables. We found that while column operations were seen as valuable, they are unlikely to supplant the need for the flexible grid (Section 7).

- We discuss how our data extends phenomena observed in previous work by noting that spreadsheet users experience structure as being on a continuum, with respect to certain operations, and with a sense of loss of agency. We confirm speculations in previous work that spreadsheet authors experience tensions in data layout for comprehension. Our conclusion that the flexible grid is useful and necessary despite its drawbacks reveals opportunities in other parts of the spreadsheet ecosystem, such as better integration with auxiliary tools and collaborator training (Section 8).

## 2 BACKGROUND: THE PROBLEM OF STRUCTURE IN SPREADSHEETS

### 2.1 Studies of spreadsheet use

Early interviews found that nearly all spreadsheets in work environments were built collaboratively by co-workers of different levels of expertise [77]. The flexibility of spreadsheets led to concerns of spreadsheet risks and errors [32, 47, 48, 80, 95]. More recent ethnographic studies show that the grid structure supports particular patterns of interaction [34, 69, 69, 106]. Several studies have investigated how data workers capture, analyze, process and maintain data in work environments [4, 60, 61, 66, 67, 76, 87, 100, 113]. Spreadsheets are widely used for data entry, storage, structuring, annotation, analysis, and reporting [15, 20, 29, 33, 37, 45, 49, 55, 61, 85].

Others have investigated facets of data work such as electronic data capturing, data discovery, extraction, classification, munging, warehousing, mining, modeling and reporting [4, 60, 76, 113]. Fewer studies extend their consideration to non-expert spreadsheet users, who work with data more informally [7, 13, 24, 82]. Bigelow et al. [7] reported that users who frequently use data alternate between tools and didn’t follow a linear sequence of tasks. Convertino et al. [24] found that spreadsheet users did not take full advantage of the data available due to a gap in their quantitative analytical skills. Others have explored the strategies users apply to cope with uncertainty in their data [11–13].
2.2 Spreadsheet data arrangement practices

Spreadsheet data arrangement practices are largely ad hoc [101], and suffer from inadequate tool support, cultural resistance to tool uptake, and limited user expertise [53]. Users commit ‘considerable management effort’ to locating different sources of data, reconciling differences, and arranging data for sharing.

‘Best practices’ for organizing and formatting data are often proposed [54, 84]. Professional and standards bodies codify elaborate guidelines for designing comprehensible spreadsheets, e.g., the FAST standard [103], Microsoft Office guidelines [73]. However, a survey of spreadsheet usage found that 90% of users don’t follow any written guidelines [104]. Written guidelines are often under-specified with respect to common user concerns, e.g., data validation, conditional formatting rules, charts [101].


Most previous proposals do not begin with an empirical understanding of why users might structure their data in a certain way, and how it might differ in different domains [102]. A recent investigation by Bartram et al. [5] begins to address this gap. They conducted a qualitative study with 12 data workers exploring their data layouts. They found that spreadsheet data layouts are meaningful and have structural affordances, e.g., spatial organization, annotations, metadata, that are lost when exported into other analytical or visualization tools (e.g., Tableau). They note that spreadsheet research has mostly focused on ‘domain experts’ and ‘analysts’. To address this, we interviewed spreadsheet users at varying levels of expertise, and from diverse domains (Section 3.1). We expand on their findings by explicitly exploring how the arrangement of spreadsheet data supports or hinders various workflows.

2.3 Addressing errors through grid structure

Spreadsheet errors can be mitigated through auditing and testing tools [2, 23, 40, 51, 111, 114], enhancements to the formula language [57, 58, 74, 78, 93, 97, 107], and grid structure alterations [17, 31, 36, 44, 75]. Discussion of the auditing, testing and enhanced formula approaches to spreadsheet error reduction is beyond the scope of this paper — they are mentioned here for completeness.

We have previously conceived of as a source of error and a potential prevention benefits, while also making many abstract operations less viscous [42], i.e., requiring less manual effort. While true, these tools require substantially greater expertise to use than spreadsheet grids, we lack empirical data that might allow us to reason through errors of a certain type, in order to match the template. Cells in altered grids are subject to constraints extraneous to the cell itself, in violation of Kay’s ‘value rule’ assumption, which impairs spreadsheet comprehensibility [62]. Proponents of altered grid structures argue that this is the system working as intended, and confers error prevention benefits, while also making many abstract operations easier to use and less viscous, e.g., requiring less manual effort. While true, these tools require substantially greater expertise to use than spreadsheet grids, and put greater restrictions on end users. Their use requires planning and premature commitment [42] to a certain set of structures or a certain regime of editing operations, which is simply incompatible with the exploratory, variable, and contingent nature of daily spreadsheet use.

To avoid grid structure alteration but retain the benefits of typed data structures, three alternative approaches have been taken. The first is to embed the typed structure into individual cells (such as Blackwell et al.’s matrices in cells [10]). These allow types with abstract operations to co-exist with unstructured data on the grid. The second is to dynamically allocate regions of the grid as being renderers for higher-level types. Both Microsoft Excel’s ‘dynamic arrays’ [109] and tables follow this paradigm. In this approach, portions of the grid behave differently, with lesser or greater flexibility, depending on whether they are part of an array/table or not. The third approach is ‘multiple representations’, as adopted by Calculation View [93], where regions of the grid which conceptually correspond to a higher-level structure can be viewed and manipulated as such in a separate, non-grid view.

While these approaches show the potential value of integrating or layering typed data structures with flexible 2-dimensional grids, we lack empirical data that might allow us to reason through in detail how their limitations might impact the daily work of non-expert end users. We attempt to address this shortcoming by explicitly exploring the constraints and pressures that spreadsheet users experience when structuring their data.

In summary, the flexibility and ease-of-use of spreadsheets have made them a global commercial success, but also extremely error-prone. Approaches that introduce formal structures into spreadsheets reduce the flexibility of the grid, but the reasons for their limited uptake have not been well-studied. Previous studies have made relevant observations, but have not yet mapped out the wide set of constraints and influences on spreadsheet data structures that are encountered by users of different levels of expertise and different domains. To address this, we study the data structuring experiences of a diverse sample of 21 spreadsheet users.
3 METHODS

Our research questions are:

(1) What factors influence users’ choices for structuring data in spreadsheets?
(2) Can the design of spreadsheet structures reduce or eliminate the need for the flexible, 2-dimensional grid?

We conducted two studies. First, a semi-structured contextual interview (n=21) exploring how users experience structuring data in spreadsheets; their needs, constraints and pain points (Sections 4 and 5). Second, a scenario-based interview, with participants from study 1 (n=20), using click-through prototypes of spreadsheet features aimed to address needs identified in study 1. The objective of the second study was not to evaluate the prototypes, but rather to determine whether improving the value proposition of formally structured data can reduce or eliminate the need for a flexible, 2-dimensional grid (Sections 6 and 7).

3.1 Recruitment

We sent targeted emails and advertisements to institutional mailing lists and social media. Interested participants were directed to a screening questionnaire containing questions about gender, age, and their use of spreadsheets. We asked participants to specify which spreadsheet software they use (e.g., Microsoft Excel, Google Sheets), which spreadsheet features they use (e.g., sorting/filtering, data validation), how often they use spreadsheet tools, the approximate amount of time spent using spreadsheets at work (e.g., 0-25%, 51-75%), a self-assessed skill level (similar to previous studies [89, 91]), and whether they were willing to share and walk us through at least one recent spreadsheet they have created, explaining decisions, practices, and challenges.

We received 91 responses to the screening form. Of these, we selected a sample of 21 users stratified across domains and levels of expertise, who were willing to walk us through their spreadsheets. We arranged interviews with them over email. Prior to each interview, we asked applicants to email anonymous versions of their spreadsheets with any confidential or personally identifiable data removed.

Table 1 summarizes the demographics of our sample. We interviewed 15 men, 6 women, 0 non-binary/other. 18 participants were between 18 and 34 years old, 2 between 35 and 44, and 1 between 45 and 54. 13 participants were employed, 6 were university students, and 2 were self-employed. We used participants’ responses to the questions about gender, age, and their use of spreadsheets. We asked participants whether and how they used spreadsheets. We asked participants why they chose a particular data structure (e.g., improving comprehension, doing computations), and what influenced their decisions (e.g., audience, collaborators). We asked participants about external pressures (e.g., requirements from senior management). We asked if the complexity and length of the data or purpose of a spreadsheet affected the structure.

Pain points: We asked participants to describe frustrations (e.g., performance), challenges (e.g., inability to use functions), constraints (e.g., time and knowledge limitations), restrictions (e.g., inability to export data) or pain points experienced when structuring data. We asked how they discover and resolve spreadsheet errors, seek help when facing issues, and deal with repetitive or laborious work.

Use of formal structures: We asked participants whether and how they used any formal or structured tables (e.g., Excel tables) and arrays (e.g., dynamic arrays). We asked about their perceptions or experiences of these structures, probing about their relative advantages (e.g., more automation, less errors) and disadvantages (e.g., difficulty of use, less flexibility), probing users how they could be improved to suit their workflows.

Participants were encouraged to elaborate and ask for clarification at will. As is common practice in semi-structured interviews, the interviewer followed a predetermined list of questions, but with the discretion to ask follow-up probing questions or skip questions that had already been covered. A single researcher conducted all interviews between June and August 2021 in the United Kingdom in English. The interviews were conducted remotely via Microsoft Teams and Zoom. We recorded audio, video, and notes. Our interview protocol can be found at https://osf.io/uyr3t/.

4 INTERVIEW 1: WHAT FACTORS INFLUENCE USERS’ CHOICES FOR STRUCTURING DATA IN SPREADSHEETS?

4.1 Interview Procedure

We conducted semi-structured interviews as follows. First, we briefed our participants, asked them to introduce themselves and how they used spreadsheets. Using screen-sharing, we asked them to walk us through their own spreadsheet(s), their goals and structuring experiences. Interviews covered the following themes:

How users structure data: We asked participants about data structuring purposes (e.g., testing data, arithmetic/logic operations), moving to questions about the shape (e.g., tabular, non-tabular), the structure (e.g., unstructured, semi-structured), and the arrangement (e.g., multiple, single sheet). We asked how they imported data (e.g., data entry and input), manipulated it (e.g., data cleaning, formatting and processing), and exported it (e.g., auxiliary tools).

Factors affecting structure: We asked participants why they chose a particular data structure (e.g., improving comprehension, doing computations), and what influenced their decisions (e.g., audience, collaborators). We asked participants about external pressures (e.g., requirements from senior management). We asked if the complexity and length of the data or purpose of a spreadsheet affected the structure.

Participants were encouraged to elaborate and ask for clarification at will. As is common practice in semi-structured interviews, the interviewer followed a predetermined list of questions, but with the discretion to ask follow-up probing questions or skip questions that had already been covered. A single researcher conducted all interviews between June and August 2021 in the United Kingdom in English. The interviews were conducted remotely via Microsoft Teams and Zoom. We recorded audio, video, and notes. Our interview protocol can be found at https://osf.io/uyr3t/.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P# (Expertise)</th>
<th>Age (Gender)</th>
<th>Job Title (Field)</th>
<th>Software</th>
<th>Spreadsheet Use</th>
<th>Collaboration</th>
<th>Input Source</th>
<th>Output Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1 (Proficient)</td>
<td>25-34 (M)</td>
<td>Postdoctoral Researcher (Linguistics &amp; Languages)</td>
<td>Microsoft Excel</td>
<td>Creating, manipulating and exporting dictionaries.</td>
<td>No Collaboration</td>
<td>.TSV from Python</td>
<td>.TSV for Github repository</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2 (Expert)</td>
<td>25-34 (M)</td>
<td>Mid-Consultant (Monitoring &amp; Evaluation)</td>
<td>Microsoft Excel</td>
<td>Analyzing the performance of NGO programs.</td>
<td>Work Colleagues</td>
<td>CSV from IBM SPSS Statistics</td>
<td>CSV for IBM SPSS Statistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3 (Expert)</td>
<td>25-34 (M)</td>
<td>Research Associate (Computer Science)</td>
<td>Microsoft Excel &amp; Google Sheets</td>
<td>Tracking survey data and participant demographics.</td>
<td>Research Team</td>
<td>.CSV from Proflcient</td>
<td>CSV for Python &amp; R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5 (Proficient)</td>
<td>25-34 (M)</td>
<td>Self-employed Developer (Full Stack Development)</td>
<td>Microsoft Excel &amp; Google Sheets</td>
<td>Tracking hours worked and client payments.</td>
<td>Freelance Clients</td>
<td>.CSV from Prolific</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6 (Proficient)</td>
<td>25-34 (M)</td>
<td>Biomedical Scientist (Immunology)</td>
<td>Microsoft Excel &amp; Google Sheets</td>
<td>Analyzing and storing vaccine immunology data.</td>
<td>Work Colleagues</td>
<td>CSV from GraphPad Prism</td>
<td>.CSV for R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7 (Proficient)</td>
<td>25-34 (M)</td>
<td>Logistics Officer (Military)</td>
<td>Microsoft Excel</td>
<td>Tracking the maintenance for military vehicles.</td>
<td>Work Colleagues</td>
<td>Manual Added Data</td>
<td>Tables for Microsoft PowerPoint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8 (Proficient)</td>
<td>25-34 (F)</td>
<td>Compliance Manager (Compliance Industry)</td>
<td>Microsoft Excel</td>
<td>Tracking risks and contracts with third parties.</td>
<td>Work Colleagues</td>
<td>Manual Added Data</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9 (Master)</td>
<td>35-44 (F)</td>
<td>Program Manager (Clinical Informatics)</td>
<td>Microsoft Excel</td>
<td>Warehousing, cataloging and analyzing hospital data.</td>
<td>Work Colleagues</td>
<td>.CSVs from work colleagues</td>
<td>Pivot Tables for Microsoft Word</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P11 (Expert)</td>
<td>25-34 (F)</td>
<td>Clinical Doctor (Human Aid &amp; Relief)</td>
<td>Microsoft Excel</td>
<td>Tracking daily patient health and symptoms.</td>
<td>No Collaboration</td>
<td>Manually Added Data</td>
<td>Graphs and Tables for Microsoft Word</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P12 (Proficient)</td>
<td>25-34 (M)</td>
<td>Education Administrator (Education Leadership)</td>
<td>Google Sheets &amp; Microsoft Excel</td>
<td>Analyzing student grades and teacher evaluation.</td>
<td>No Collaboration</td>
<td>.CSV from AP Central</td>
<td>Graphs and Tables for Microsoft Word</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P13 (Novice)</td>
<td>25-34 (F)</td>
<td>Response Coordinator (Youth Services)</td>
<td>Microsoft Excel</td>
<td>Tracking emergency response activities.</td>
<td>Work Colleagues</td>
<td>Manually Added Data</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P14 (Novice)</td>
<td>18 - 24 (M)</td>
<td>PhD Student (History)</td>
<td>Google Sheets</td>
<td>Tracking the books read for comprehensive exams.</td>
<td>Academic Supervisor</td>
<td>Manually Added Data</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P15 (Master)</td>
<td>25-34 (M)</td>
<td>Data Scientist (Investment Management)</td>
<td>Microsoft Excel &amp; Google Sheets</td>
<td>Analyzing the performance of investment portfolios.</td>
<td>Work Colleagues</td>
<td>CSV and XLSX from co-workers</td>
<td>CSV for Python &amp; R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P16 (Novice)</td>
<td>25-34 (M)</td>
<td>Doctoral Researcher (Theology &amp; Religion)</td>
<td>Google Sheets</td>
<td>Tracking and analyzing library-based research data.</td>
<td>Research Team</td>
<td>Manually Added Data</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P17 (Master)</td>
<td>45-54 (M)</td>
<td>CISO (Professional Services)</td>
<td>Microsoft Excel &amp; Numbers (Apple)</td>
<td>Analyzing security risks, threats and vulnerabilities.</td>
<td>Senior Management</td>
<td>.CSV from Microsoft Access</td>
<td>Graphs and Tables for Google Docs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P18 (Novice)</td>
<td>25-34 (F)</td>
<td>M.D. Candidate (Medicine)</td>
<td>Microsoft Excel &amp; Google Sheets</td>
<td>Analyzing data from orthopedic conferences.</td>
<td>Academic Advisor</td>
<td>Manually Added Data</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P19 (Proficient)</td>
<td>25-34 (F)</td>
<td>Research Assistant (Political Science)</td>
<td>Microsoft Excel &amp; Google Sheets</td>
<td>Analyzing US state policies on dual enrollment.</td>
<td>Principal Investigator</td>
<td>CSV from US Dept. of Education</td>
<td>CSV Ble for Stata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P20 (Competent)</td>
<td>25-34 (M)</td>
<td>Masters Student (Computer Science)</td>
<td>Microsoft Excel &amp; Google Sheets</td>
<td>Tracking purchased for video game item purchases.</td>
<td>No Collaboration</td>
<td>Manually Added Data</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P21 (Proficient)</td>
<td>35-44 (M)</td>
<td>Principal Researcher (Computer Science)</td>
<td>Microsoft Excel &amp; Google Sheets</td>
<td>Analyzing and cleaning data from a large diary study.</td>
<td>Research Team</td>
<td>XLSX from work colleagues</td>
<td>.CSV for ATLAS.ti</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2 Data Analysis

We transcribed and analyzed all 21 interviews using iterative open coding [105] in accordance with Braun and Clarke’s thematic analysis [14]. We observed data saturation [25, 43, 96] (i.e., no new codes emerged) between the 19th and the 21st interview. The analyzed material of the first study consisted of 21 hours and 46 minutes of recorded interviews (~151,055 words), each on average 62 minutes long (~7,193 words).

The researcher who conducted the interviews independently completed an initial coding of all transcripts, identifying 608 relevant participant utterances and assigning them to 272 codes. A second researcher then cross-checked the codes against the interview transcripts, asking for clarifications and additional context from the first researcher, who annotated the study data to note ambiguities and disagreements. The initial agreement was 88%. The two researchers negotiated each disagreement, resulting in the re-coding of 73 participant utterances (12% of the total set of utterances), the addition of 30 codes, the deletion of 45 codes, and the merging of 19 codes, resulting in a final set of 236 unique codes.

Through discussion and a prioritization process based on the strength of evidence for each code (i.e., in how many participants the code occurred and how important it was to their experience of data structuring), we organized these codes into themes which are reported in detail in Section 5. The full list of codes is available in Appendix A.

4.3 Limitations

Our study has limitations common to much qualitative research. First, research quality depends on the interviewer’s skill [59] and the quality of the questions asked [8]. Inexperienced interviewers may not be able to formulate good prompt or probe questions, thus missing relevant data [64], or introducing their own personal biases. To address this, one researcher, who was trained to conduct interviews consistently and neutrally, conducted all 21 interviews.

Second, self-reporting biases are common in interviews [1]. Participants might not respond accurately because they do not remember specific details. Others could be concerned about the interviewer’s perception of them and therefore answer according to how they wish to be perceived. Factors such as ethnicity influence the answers that different social groups are willing to give [19]. To minimize these biases, we avoided leading questions and relied on open-ended questions, inviting participants to answer in their own words. When participant answers were less detailed, we prompted participants to give concrete examples.

Third, spreadsheets often contain proprietary or confidential information, business logic and trade secrets. Ten participants anonymised or removed information from their spreadsheets before sharing them and could have stripped valuable research data. To avoid this, we asked participants to preserve the structure, layout and style of their spreadsheets while anonymising them.

Fourth, interview studies are limited by the size and diversity of the sample. We followed recommendations from prior work to interview between 12 and 25 participants [22], until saturation. We aimed to recruit a demographically diverse sample. We ensured that participants were from different fields (e.g., history, political science, computer science, medicine, insurance) and various expertise levels in order to increase the likelihood of relevant findings being mentioned by at least one participant. To improve the generalisability of this study, our protocol is publicly documented (https://osf.io/enwxj/), to aid replication with different samples.

5 INTERVIEW 1 RESULTS: THE COMPLEXITY OF STRUCTURING DATA IN SPREADSHEETS

We discovered that the user’s choice of a certain level and type of structure is subject to numerous tensions that the user must resolve, to varying degrees of success, to arrive at a satisfactory solution for their spreadsheet. This can be conceived of as a ‘tug of war’ between pushes and pulls, visualized in Figure 2. There are factors that push the user’s spreadsheet towards structured data, but which are met with countervailing forces from barriers to structuring data. At the same time, there are factors pulling the user’s spreadsheet towards unstructured data. In the following sections, we explain these factors in greater detail.

Before we proceed it is important to define what we mean by ‘structure’. We found that participants can refer to three distinct concepts when talking about structure. The most common connotation of ‘structured’ is highly regular, tabular data that is in a relational schema and could therefore be (or already is) stored in a formal table. Compared to this, data that is irregular or regular but non-relational can be considered unstructured. The second connotation of ‘structured’ is laid out with respect to some operation of interest to the user. Thus in this view even irregular data, if it facilitates some operation (e.g., comprehension) can be considered structured, and regular data can be considered unstructured if it hinders this operation. Finally, ‘structured’ can connote the effort invested in the deliberate layout of the data. More structure implies more conscious decisions and effort, and conversely when less effort has been invested the data is viewed as less structured, even if the actual layout is regular and tabular. In the interviews, participants used the word ‘structure’ to mean all these things freely and interchangeably. In the following section, we provide context and examples to clarify which connotation of structure is being used.

5.1 Factors pushing towards structured data

We found four major factors that caused users to engage in intentional data structuring activities: spreadsheet features which benefited from or required a particular structure, influences from auxiliary spreadsheet tools, needs of the audience and the collaborators, and the desire for error prevention.

5.1.1 Using spreadsheet features that benefit from structure. Spreadsheet tools such as formulas, sorting, filtering, pivot tables, and add-ins (e.g., Power Query) pushed participants (n=16) towards deliberate structuring. P9 arranged data to accommodate the assumptions of the VLOOKUP function: “I’m a big fan of VLOOKUP, I always structure my spreadsheets so that I can do what I need to.” P13 added structure to “sort by zip code”. Similarly, P4 structured data to use pivot tables; P8 used structured tabular data to create graphs; P1 structured their data to use the LEFT function; P2 used add-ins in Microsoft Excel such as Power BI, which required structured tabular data.
5.1.2 Influences from auxiliary tools.

Spreadsheets served specific roles in a pipeline:

Participants (n=13) used spreadsheets along with other auxiliary tools. Some used spreadsheets for data cleaning or quick prototyping before using analysis tools (e.g., Python, R, Stata). P10 and P15 used spreadsheets as a prototyping tool to create proof of concept graphs or analyses, getting feedback from their collaborators before modeling in Python or R. P10 explained: “In spreadsheets I can look at some trends, see how some certain parameters influence my result. I could do this by writing a Python script, for example, and using Matplotlib, but it’s just easier and quicker to just open a .CSV file, import it into a spreadsheet, filter the data, and then just plot a graph.” Similarly, P19 and P11 used spreadsheets to clean .CSV files before using more advanced analysis tools. Some participants (n=5) used spreadsheets to export graphs and tables. Others (n=4) used spreadsheets as a database or data visualization tool (Figure 3) after using auxiliary tools (e.g., SPSS statistics).

Imported data was structured: Participants (n=8) imported data that was pre-structured by other tools. For instance, P4 explained: “What I’m exporting is already the mandatory fields on that Salesforce system [...] by the time I have exported this, it’s already in an almost ready-to-go format for analysis.” P2’s exported data out of survey software was always structured. P2 explained: “My team created the survey [in] SPSS and it was collected here with mobile phones and tablets [...] and the raw data is then downloaded into Excel.” Similarly, P15 and P21’s exported data out of Microsoft Forms, an online survey creator, was in a structured Microsoft Excel table. Other participants used datasets from database management systems (e.g., Microsoft Access), graphing software (e.g., GraphPad Prism), recruitment services (e.g., Prolific Academic) and educational services (e.g., AP Central).

Twelve participants imported data from collaborators, open data and scraped data. P15 received pre-formatted investment data from co-workers to analyze. P19 imported government dataset from US Department of Education while P1 used web scraping to build datasets from online dictionaries. Some participants (n=3) used pre-existing spreadsheet templates which had a default structure.

Structuring data to export it to auxiliary tools: Participants (n=13) structured their data for export into auxiliary tools such as analysis tools (e.g., IBM SPSS, Stata, Python, R) (n=7), word documents (n=3), visualization tools (n=2) and databases (n=1). P15 explained: “My immediate focus is on trying to make [...] the file very simple and clean in order to export it as a .CSV so that some of our data pipelines can pick it up easily.” Similarly, both P2 and P17 structured data for export into a visualization tool. P17 said: “I’d like to copy and paste the data from Excel to Power BI without doing any additional work.”

Figure 2: The ‘tug of war’ of spreadsheet structure. The user’s spreadsheet is subject to a complex set of pushes and pulls that the user must resolve to arrive at a type and level of structure that is suitable for the task at hand.
Participants exported summary graphs and tables for company reports and presentations. For instance, P4 exported summaries into Word documents for their managers: “I had to be ready to share my spreadsheet with any member of the leadership in my company, and they should be able to read it without me explaining what it was saying”.

Conversely, participants (n=5) who kept private spreadsheets added less structure and formatting than usual. P18 used less structure on a financial spreadsheet because it was private: “This is not for anyone else to understand but me. If I’m trying to make someone else understand this, yes, maybe I would have been a little bit more organized.” Similarly, P10 and P13 said their private spreadsheets usually lack structure and formatting compared to their shared spreadsheets.

Using a 'master' workbook to conduct core analysis: Several participants (n=12) used a so-called ‘master’ workbook. ‘Master’ workbooks contained sophisticated analysis that was often not annotated. Moreover, they contained unstructured data involving tabular and raw data that could not easily be understood by collaborators. Most spreadsheet (n=10) users kept their ‘master’ workbook private and instead shared tailored copies when prompted. For instance, P2 derived a redacted version of their workbook when they were required to share it. P2 explained: “I have a previous file which is the percentages and numbers but without all of my workings, so I would send the data file, the percentages, and the numbers to the client. Then, once I finish, I delete the sheets or I’ll save it somewhere separately away from my master sheet.”

Other participants used separate sheets to display summaries of their data or analysis, keeping their ‘master’ sheets intact. We use the word ‘sheet’ here to mean an individual ‘worksheet’ commonly represented as a tab in commercial spreadsheet applications; a spreadsheet file is a ‘workbook’ consisting of multiple sheets. For instance, P6 builds graphs and tables out of their data in separate sheets when prompted to share their analysis.

Separating data to manage collaboration: Participants (n=4) split data into separate sheets to allow multiple collaborators to work separately. P2 instructed their co-workers to conduct analysis on their own sheets: “They can have their own copy of it and do their analysis in their own way.”
own analysis separately." Similarly, P15 uses six different sheets with other co-workers on a collaborative spreadsheet, creating "cross-references between the sheets" which allows them to reference data from other sheets without disrupting each other’s workflows.

5.1.4 Desire for error prevention. Participants (n=12) added structure to reduce or prevent errors when adding data. For instance, P6 used Microsoft Excel’s Text Import Wizard to prevent the conversion of gene names into dates. P6 explained: "Somehow some gene would have the same format as a date, if you input it here this will change the gene into a date format." Similarly, P15 added structure to prevent character encoding errors when importing data: "We've got some people in France, some people in Germany, some people in the US. [...] If there are any special characters, those display differently for them. That is a major issue."

Other participants introduced structure to prevent errors through data validation rules. For instance, P12 added structure to use "error checking, and the formula auditing tools." P8 and P20 added data validation rules to restrict the number of allowed entries on a cell. P6 created auxiliary tables to support data entry: "If I want to restrict the column in entry to some specified values, I would have to create another sheet where I have the available entries that are permitted to enter here."

Some participants (n=5) stored an unedited version of their data to prevent loss of information. For instance, P12 said: "It is easier to have one sheet for raw data, particularly if I try to do different things with it [...] When I get raw data, I copy it right away in a separate sheet that I don’t touch [...] to keep that data clean." P19 and P21 also create backup copies of their raw data before making any changes.

5.2 Barriers to structuring data

In many cases, despite desiring and understanding the benefits of structured data, users experienced barriers to structuring their data. We found four major barriers to structuring data: exploratory programming, poor return on attention investment, a lack of awareness and expertise, and mismatches with collaborators.

5.2.1 Exploratory programming. Working with unanticipated or exploratory data was a barrier to structuring data. Participants (n=5) who added unanticipated data over time could not easily structure their spreadsheets. P5’s data was repeatedly re-structured due to unanticipated requests from clients: "One of the reasons it would be this way is, let’s say I start working, I do this table and then I do this later on. Then the client asks me to include the hours so I just add the hours. Then the client asks me to add how much he has paid and I add them here." Similarly, P16 was unable to easily structure a spreadsheet because "new information was being put together for it". Participants (n=4) conducting open-ended analyses couldn’t anticipate what structure would be useful. P18 said: "I probably would have started off in the more table-structured format. I didn’t know what I was looking for, necessarily. I just wanted to put all the information I had in my head."

5.2.2 Poor return on attention investment. Participants (n=5) said they did not have enough time to structure their data. P9 explained: "I didn’t have enough time to make it as nice and neatly organized as I would have done if this was the main thing that I had to focus on. I quite often do this as much as it pays me." Similarly, P20 said they were "stressed at the time" they created an unstructured grade calculation spreadsheet. P4 lacked time to go back and re-structure historical company spreadsheets that were still in use. Participants (n=3) said they didn’t have enough motivation to introduce structure. P7 said: "We tried to make a family budget for a year [...] I made it 10 minutes, and I was like, ‘This is more time than it’s worth. Let’s just go back.’” P20 was not motivated to structure their video game investment spreadsheet because it was not vital to their task.

Participants (n=15) did not see benefit in structuring spreadsheets that were not used often or had little data. P8’s data was unstructured because it was edited "only two times per month". Similarly, P20’s grade calculation spreadsheet was unstructured due to editing it only "once at the end of each semester". Moreover, P12 didn’t structure a personal spreadsheet because it only had 20-30 entries: "If I had a list of every apartment rental in Boston, structuring would be really useful, but I'm looking at 20 some. I don’t have enough data that I’m that overwhelmed about."

Participants (n=7) found formal tables in spreadsheets to have a poor value proposition in comparison with simply using a tabular layout on the flexible unstructured grid. This was due to formal tables having unclear advantages, requiring learning, limiting flexibility, and lacking necessary features such as column-based operations.

5.2.3 A lack of awareness and expertise. Not being aware of or knowing how to use spreadsheet features was an obstacle to structuring data (n=7). P11 said they often want to use structuring features but they are unsure if they exist: "Sometimes you don’t even know that you don’t know, so you don’t know that there is a function to solve what you’re trying to do. The formula function is really useful, but you have to know what to search for." P11 was frustrated when trying to discover new features in Microsoft Excel because it was difficult to know where they were located in the "ribbon" (a tabbed graphical menu in Microsoft Office). Other participants (n=5) such as P9 described the process of discovering features time consuming: "What could be improved is the amount of time that I get to spend on really getting to know all of the features because I know there’s lots of features in there that I would find very helpful." Similarly, P14 often had to "click through a million things" or "watch a video" to discover new features.

Participants (n=6) cited a lack of expertise in using spreadsheet features (e.g., pivot tables and reporting, dynamic arrays, advanced
flexibility to just cut and paste stuff all over the place with formulas. Some participants (n=3) found pivot tables difficult to use and confusing. P17 was frustrated after being unable to understand how pivot tables work: "Pivot tables are the most complicated [...] I am a software engineer, and I don't understand pivot tables." Similarly, P2 said they were taught to use dynamic arrays in spreadsheets but they found them to be "too complicated".

5.2.4 Mismatches with collaborators. Collaborators with different priorities (n=5), unstructured templates (n=5), and different technical skills (n=2) were barriers to structuring. Spreadsheets used across teams with different priorities and goals were subject to compromises in structuring. P4 explained: "In a large organization quite often you've got junior self-inputting data. Then you've got other teams doing analysis with the data [...] that analysis or report goes to senior management. There are different processes in the chain. It's not often one person seeing it from start to finish. Structuring quirks or annoyances can build up." Moreover, P7's collaborator lacked the technical skills necessary to maintain the structure: "When I was training my replacement, they didn't know how that conditional formatting worked. Within a month or two it was just gone. They could still put the data in, but it wasn't really as helpful as it was before." Some participants (n=5) used unstructured collaborator templates. P18's template was provided by their advisor: "Someone else created it and I've just been working on it. Someone else said this is how the format should be."

5.3 Factors pulling towards unstructured data

Most participants (n=20) reported advantages to unstructured data: improving comprehension, providing flexibility and control, enabling easier learning and editing, and facilitating collaboration. In this section we use 'structure' primarily to mean the first of the three connotations discussed at the start of Section 5, i.e., highly regular, tabular data in a relational format. Thus, this section discusses factors that pull data away from such regular structures.

5.3.1 Improving comprehension. Irregular formats and layouts improved comprehension and readability (n=19) through coloring, annotations and spacing (e.g., empty cells, rows, and columns). Participants frequently used colors to improve comprehension and understanding. P7 used colors to make a military equipment tracking spreadsheet more readable: "In the Army, colors are life. Everybody understands red, green, yellow, black. If you can find a way to present your data with a color scheme that shows very quickly the status of whatever you're responsible for, that's helpful." P14 said that colors allow them to visualize their library spreadsheet "more clearly". Unstructured sheets facilitated comprehension by allowing participants to combine many sources of information, with varying types and levels of structure. P16 explained: "I have everything laid out [...] to ensure that I can see everything in one place." Similarly, P13 and P19 said that spreadsheets allowed them to visualize multiple sources of information in one sheet.

5.3.2 Providing flexibility and control. Unstructured data provided a sense of flexibility, control, autonomy and ownership for many participants (n=16). For instance, P2 said: "One of the reasons I use Excel in partnership with the other programs is that I have the flexibility to just cut and paste stuff all over the place with formulas where I like. It's freedom to put things where my mind wants to put them." P18 used unstructured spreadsheets for budgeting instead of using dedicated tools (e.g., Mint budget tracker app). P18 explained: "I have tried [Mint] for a couple of months and I just went back to Excel. I feel I have more control, I can add and change things where I want. Mint is more rigid [...] if something doesn't really fit into a category that Mint had, it is an issue." Moreover, P7 said they appreciate the "freedom" and "flexibility" of being able to lay out data and coloring on the grid.

5.3.3 Easier learning and editing. Participants (n=18) described working with unstructured data as quick and learnable.

Some participants (n=3) such as P6 described unstructured spreadsheets as quick to use: "That's why we just have some form of formula and equations. It's just to facilitate the process as we do experiments. So it's a little bit faster." P10 used an unstructured sheet to "calculate quickly how much in total a trip would cost". Participants (n=3) found unstructured data more reusable. P16 easily calculated house bills through reuse: "You can make a sum of [amounts] then when you copy and paste it, that template is already there, so you just have to make revisions to the amount."

Participants (n=4) also found spreadsheets easy to learn without having to wade through documentation. For instance, P11 found unstructured spreadsheets easier to learn compared to project management tools: "It always seemed quite a barrier to entry with those project management software, like Asana, or whatever. I'd have to learn a lot to get the functionality." Similarly, P18 described unstructured spreadsheets as "easy to use" for calculations, and P9 found that "looking down a list is very easy".

5.3.4 Facilitating collaboration. Participants found unstructured spreadsheets (n=6) to be effective at collaboration due to being ubiquitous and familiar to collaborators. P9 described unstructured spreadsheets as a usable data entry tool for hospital patients: "Giving people a spreadsheet to fill in is a lot easier than getting them to complete a web form for example [...] it's what people are used to and it's what is most likely to get them to do it." P15 heavily uses spreadsheets for workplace collaboration due to their ubiquity: "The value of Excel for me is that everyone has it. It exists on all the computers in the workplace. If I need to get an SME to review something, they'll probably send me an Excel file." Similarly, P17 described spreadsheets as the "universal language of business" due to being able to share them with any employees. P8 found that collaborators can interact with "spreadsheets fairly quickly" due to their portability and familiarity. P16 found that spreadsheets are "helpful for making a system that's easy to follow".

5.4 Coping with unstructured data

Despite the benefits, participants experienced several limitations when using unstructured data. Unstructured data was difficult to use with tools such as charts, sorting, filtering, pivot tables and formulas. Some participants were unable to perform basic arithmetic operations or data re-arrangement.

P18 couldn’t sort or filter entries due to the lack of tabular schema: "I could [import my bank statement] but it’s not organized by column." Moreover, P4 was unable to use the VLOOKUP function due to unstructured data created by collaborators: "The VLOOKUP doesn’t
Participants (n=12) used online search and video tutorials to get support. For example, P21: “I almost assuredly went to some website that said how to create a pivot table, looked at that very quickly.” Similarly, P11 said: “I Googled, ‘How do you make a drop down menu,’ and it took me to the data validation.” P11 also searched for unstructured data “workarounds” on spreadsheet forums, and P5 and P7 looked for spreadsheet video tutorials on YouTube.

Participants (n=4) asked friends and colleagues to help with structuring their data. For example, P14 asked friends to help in running computations on an unstructured list of books: “I have two of my really good friends who are software engineers that I ask for assistance.” P16 asked work colleagues for help when faced with limitations: “At one point, I didn’t know how to sort using Excel. Someone was like, ‘Hey, why are you doing that manually?’ and taught me the process. Even basic things like using some functions, I don’t know any advanced functions. Usually, it’s only when someone’s watching or someone’s seeing me put all this extra effort into something that they’re able to point out other ways to it.”

5.4.4 Continuous experimentation with structure. Participants (n=3) attempted to introduce structure to their data through trial and error. For example, P12 added structure to their data through trial and error to use VLOOKUP: “Sometimes I’m successful at using VLOOKUP and sometimes I’m not. You just mess up enough times, you’re just kind of go like, ‘Okay, what if I do this instead?’ I can work my way through it.” Similarly, P5 explained their experimental approach to structuring: “I don’t exactly follow the regular conventions or the guidelines. I haven’t really learned how to structure. I’ve learned it through just trial and error, just testing stuff.”

Participants (n=7) worked on finding the right balance between structure and flexibility when working with spreadsheet data. On one hand, structured tabular data allowed participants to perform calculations, derive summaries and use arrangement features (e.g., sort and filter). On the other hand, unstructured data was more flexible.

For example, P6 added more structure when there is a need for calculations: “We just want to write down the experimental steps that we’re going to perform in sequential order. There’s not a need for a table format. Then, at some point, we want to perform very basic calculations. That’s where we have a little bit more structure in terms of table.”

Similarly, P11 added unstructured data near charts and graphs to improve comprehension. However, they rearranged their data in a tabular format when they needed to make pivot tables. P9 resisted adding structure until it became a major barrier: “I’ll use it a few times, and if it gets annoying, then I will take the plunge and fix it up. I guess the disadvantages really are if it’s labor-intensive to use when having it better formatted would be less labor-intensive to use.”

P14 manually tweaked an arithmetic formula to account for unstructured descriptive text found in a table column: “I realized that the [extra descriptive rows] ruined it for me, so I had to figure out a way. While I could have really coded it and figured it out differently, it made a lot more sense just do a manual minus eight, and that way the problem was fixed and it was good enough.”
6 INTERVIEW 2: CAN WELL-DESIGNED FORMAL STRUCTURES REPLACE THE FLEXIBLE GRID?

In this study, we explored whether augmenting formal spreadsheet tables with affordances that were sensitive to the barriers and constraints to structured data experienced by end-users could meaningfully change the value proposition of formal structures in spreadsheets, and motivate more people to use them.

This was not an evaluation of specific features for tables and their utility. Rather, we asked whether improving the capabilities of database-style tables in line with empirically observed user needs would significantly lessen the comparative utility of the flexible grid.

Thus we conducted scenario-based interviews, wherein participants are shown materials that help them understand a future design scenario, and invited to reflect on them, a method previously applied for understanding proposed spreadsheet features [10]. It bears some similarity to the method of design-led inquiry [108], albeit in a more condensed time frame.

6.1 Click-through prototypes

We observed an interesting opportunity for designing around the table column, which seemed to be a highly common unit of operation for participants (Section 5.2.2). Rather than talk about tables as entire structures, we noted many instances where participants referred to desired properties of and actions on individual columns, which were not well-supported by formal tables, and participants were therefore dissuaded from using formal tables. We identified four common operations to be built into table columns, and created click-through prototypes for each. Concretely, the experiences prototyped were:

1. **Column value grouping**: this depicts the ability to group rows by column entries from the column header, creating a result similar to a pivot table or the SQL GROUPBY operation. Category sorting, category calculations and nested grouping are also visible. A simplified vignette is presented in Figure 1.

2. **Column header formula**: this depicts an interaction where a formula can be written in a column header and automatically propagated to all the cells in the column. By disabling (‘graying out’) editing from within the column cells itself, this interaction mode enforces a single editing location for all formulas in the column (Figure 6-(1)).

3. **Column data validation**: this depicts an interaction where data validation can be applied to an entire column. Data validation checks whether values entered into the cells fulfill certain constraints, e.g., are numeric (Figure 6-(2)).

4. **Column conditional formatting**: this depicts an interaction where conditional formatting can be applied to an entire column. Conditional formatting controls cell appearance based on a rule, e.g., coloring all cells with values less than zero red (Figure 6-(3)).

Furthermore, we presented participants with four scenarios corresponding to degrees of ‘opinionation’ that the spreadsheet application might have about encouraging the use of formal tables. These provided a concrete basis for participants to reason through the implications of working with formal tables, table column operations, and their likely trade-offs. The scenarios helped participants extrapolate their shallow interactions with the click-through prototypes to the potential deep impact on their day-to-day work, regardless of the degree to which they already used formal tables. These were the four scenarios (simplified vignettes in Figure 7):

1. **Explicit tables without suggestion**: This scenario corresponds to the current state of major spreadsheet packages, which require an explicit conversion step from unstructured data in the grid, to a formal table (e.g., in Microsoft Excel, this is done by selecting the grid range to be converted and pressing ‘Ctrl-T’), and there is no suggestion from the application about when to do this.

2. **Explicit tables with suggestion**: This, like the previous scenario, maintains a clear user-triggered conversion step, except that the spreadsheet application uses heuristics or a machine learning model to suggest that the user trigger the conversion.

3. **Automatic tables**: This scenario uses heuristics or a machine learning model to detect whether the user has a table-like structure in the grid, and automatically converts it without user intervention. Thus the user gains the use of beneficial table features such as sorting, filtering, and column operations, without having to perform manual conversion.
6.2 Scenario-based interview protocol

We first briefed our participants about the experiment, and summarized their responses from previous interviews, recapitulating in particular their attitudes towards formal, database-style tables. We walked participants through the prototypes demonstrating the column operations, as well as prototypes demonstrating each of the table ‘opinionation’ scenarios.

Next, we asked questions based on Hassenzahl and Tractinsky [46], covering the following themes: the perceived usability and value of the features, perceptions of the different table opinionation scenarios, and their relative advantages and disadvantages.³

We designed these questions to get participants to critically engage with each scenario and reason through how it would apply to their own work. Because we had previously interviewed these participants and were familiar with their work context, we ensured that follow-up questions were tailored to participants’ individual contexts to elicit more grounded and factual responses.

We conducted interviews in August 2021 with 20 of the participants from our initial interviews. The interviews were conducted remotely using Microsoft Teams and Zoom, with an average duration of 58 minutes. Participants interacted with the prototypes by remotely controlling the interviewer’s computer. The interviewer did not interfere during the session except to provide technical support if necessary. We recorded audio, video, and took notes.

³Our detailed protocol can be found at https://osf.io/hj24b/
were neutral towards column conditional formatting (n=2) and column data validation (n=3).

Nearly half of the participants (n=13) found the column header formula prototype to be useful and usable, citing saving time and reducing errors as the primary benefits. However, some (n=5) found them unhelpful, potentially confusing, and lacking transparency. E.g., P14: “I think I wouldn’t understand it, which sounds very silly, but I think [it] would confuse me.” Some participants (n=2) were neutral. P17 worried about errors: “There’s also the potential that I entered the wrong formula, right? I’m not really a fan of this one.”

Unlike column value grouping, data validation, and conditional formatting, which affect only the layout or formatting of the data, the column header formula feature determines the actual data contents of the column. We hypothesize that this distinction may partly have caused participants’ relative hesitancy towards this feature, and would make for an interesting future investigation.

7.2 Attitudes towards opinionation scenarios

While the perceived utility of column operations is interesting, their evaluation was not the intent of this study. Recall that our focus was on participants’ attitudes towards the table opinionation scenarios, which directly inform us about the comparative utility of structured tables versus the unstructured grid.

Two researchers analyzed the transcripts based on the valence (i.e., sentiment) of participants’ responses according to a simple closed-coding scheme: positive, neutral, negative, or undeterminable. Author 1 (who conducted the interviews) and author 2 (the principal investigator) independently completed an initial coding of all transcripts. The initial coding had an agreement of 0.61 (average Cohen’s kappa coefficient (κ) for all codes in our data). After cross-reviewing coding decisions, clarifying coding rules, and independently re-coding the utterances, inter-rater reliability increased to an acceptable level (average Cohen’s κ was 0.82) [71]. The remaining disagreements were individually negotiated and resolved.

The proportion of codes in each scenario is summarized in Figure 8. We present this figure only as a summary of the findings elaborated in this section. This figure should not be read as implying that the relative frequency of these qualitative codes is representative of the distribution in the general population.

7.2.1 Explicit tables without suggestions. In the explicit tables without suggestions scenario, the majority of participants (n=14) were positive. Participants’ opinions in this scenario were based primarily on the perceived utility of the table features (previously detailed). There were no objections to the level of automation in this scenario, as with complete manual control and no intelligent intervention, user agency was maximized and there was no potential for disruption to the user’s workflow.

Some participants remarked on the predictability, control and agency of this scenario. P20 said: “I know it’s reading [my data] correctly because it’s an explicit table. [...] I prefer to convert the table first to make sure everything’s working correctly.” P21 similarly said: “What I like about [this scenario] is I know that whatever is inside the [table] is going to be acted upon, and whatever is outside of the [table] is not going to be acted upon.”

7.2.2 Explicit tables with suggestions. In the explicit tables with suggestions scenario, the majority of participants (n=17) were positive, but began expressing concerns, largely about the potential for interruption. For some participants, such as P1, this was due to outright apathy for prompts from the application: “I would just ignore whatever Excel is suggesting and do what I want.” Others conditioned their acceptance of suggestions based on various features, such as the ability to undo the conversion (P14: “I would just press Ctrl-Z if I didn’t like what it ended up doing.”), and the ability to preview the result of the table conversion (P16: “I like being able to see what it would look like [as a formal table] before I accepted the suggestion”). Still others anticipated the burden to check the conversion had completed correctly, e.g., P10: “I think it completely depends on how big the data is [...] I wouldn’t be able to just scroll through 50,000 entries to check if the conversion is correct [...] For this small table, I assume, yes, it would be helpful.”

7.2.3 Automatic tables. In the automatic tables scenario, the concerns that began to show in the explicit tables with suggestions scenario became amplified. Far fewer participants (n=6) were positive, their positivity mainly due to the lower anticipated cost of invoking table functionality (P4: “it will save me quite a few steps”). Some were neutral (n=4), wary about the fallibility of the conversion heuristics (P20: “I wouldn’t be sure that it has all the data or that it’s reading the data correctly”; P21: “Knowing technology, there’s going to be times when it gets it wrong. How easy is it to change that and be sure that I’ve not altered my data?”). Most were negative (n=9). Often, participants could not conceive of how the system could adapt to their specialized data layouts (P21: “I put scratchings and all sorts of stuff into other cells [...] they wouldn’t make sense as tables, or worse, if they were suddenly included into [my explicit tables]. Then, it somehow screwed up my thing and I’ve got to undo [...]”;

P2: “I just want to go into [an adjacent column] here and just type that in. I don’t want it to then make [the column] into a part of the table as well. Sometimes I don’t want stuff in a table because I want to just move things around, and my brain’s just being scatterbrained.”;

P11: “If you’ve got missing data it’s not that useful.”;

P12: “Sometimes the things I’m doing are not really meant to be a data table. They sort of are, but sort of not. I might just be putting some numbers and seeing how they interact with each other.”

P21 re-emphasized the ability to recover from automation errors: “If it’s going to do it automatically, then it would need to ask me, and there needs to be an easy route to don’t do it that way, or undo that.”

P15 became concerned about the ability to export data from automatic tables into programming languages (e.g., CSVs): “If formatting things into a table like this makes ingesting into those programming languages easier, I will force everyone to start using these. If they make them in any way harder, I will explicitly tell everyone to not use these.”

Many of these participant reactions can be viewed through the lens of trust. Trust is a well-documented challenge of interaction with intelligent systems [56, 86]. Participants viewed potential heuristics for table detection as fallible and therefore potentially untrustworthy, and the strategies they suggested, namely the ability to undo or change the inferred table boundaries, ostensibly improve the perceived trustworthiness of the system. Since 6 participants were positive, there are clearly cases where trust is less of a concern,
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7.2.4 Enforced tables. In the enforced tables scenario, the majority
participants (n=15) were negative. For some, the departure from
the flexible grid was too extreme (P14: “I’m so used to [the grid];
I’d be very overwhelmed if the default was no longer what I’m used to.
”). P16 noted that the flexible grid was a core value proposition
of spreadsheets: “The benefit of Excel is the fact that you can do so
much with it. If you try and control the user, then that is stripped from
you.”; P3: “It’s a database now [...] the reason that tools like Excel
are useful is that they’re flexible. You can have like mostly a table,
but also with some other random stuff on the side that you need or
whatever makes sense.”

The reasons participants cited for remaining negative were similar
to the automatic tables scenario: losing total flexibility and control,
having incompatible source data, difficulty of use by collaborators,
not being familiar, difficulty editing data, backward compatibility concerns, performance concerns and data export concerns.
Importantly, these persistent concerns demonstrate why the need
for the unstructured grid cannot be alleviated simply by improving
the value proposition of formal table structures, such as through column operations.

However, some participants (n=2) remained neutral even regarding enforced tables. The reasons these participants were willing to accept enforced tables were either that they consistently used structured tabular data, or that they were (resignedly) willing to adapt their own workflows to fit the limitations of their tools, such as with P1: "My philosophy is, I just want to do my stuff. I don't care about what your suggestion is, when I do my stuff. If I'm forced to do it, I'm like, 'Okay, well, I just want to get my stuff done.'"

7.3 The need for both formal tables and the flexible grid
Presenting the scenarios prompted many participants to discuss
their preference for working with tabular data within the formalized
structures provided by the application, as compared to outside such
structures. While some participants favored exclusively using the
grid, the majority insisted that both forms of data management
are necessary and have their own value. P6: “Why not have both
because if you make it either-or, then the people who used to make the
raw data [...] will now not be able to.” Some expressed it as freedom
of choice. P5: “I would want the freedom to choose between having a
Ctrl-T table or not.”; P13: “It gives you that choice, and I think that’s
what people are looking for.”

P7 referenced their implicit attention investment trade-off: “if it
was a product that I was going to come back and reference regularly,
[...] I think I probably would take the extra step and make a table, but
if it’s like a one or two-time use, then I probably wouldn’t. Sometimes
I don’t need it to look clean and flashy [...] I just need quick, raw,
boring, dirty.”

P8 identified that the flexible grid is essential during an exploratory
programming phase, but formalized structures become valuable once the shape of the data is established: “In the early
drafting of [my spreadsheet], I liked just to add the column headers,
add a bit of data in, and then later in the process, make it into a table.
Whereas I think if it started out as a table, I think it may be harder to
make some edits like adding in new headers [...]”.

Recall from the introduction the motivating question for much
research into novel spreadsheet structures, namely: is it possible
to design a data structure that fits the needs of spreadsheet users
to such an extent, that it could replace the unstructured grid and
thereby eliminate all the errors that come with it? Our findings
suggest that in fact no such structure can exist, due to the dynamic
and contextual nature of user needs, that until now have not been
documented in detail.

8 DISCUSSION
8.1 Comparison with previous work
The closest precedent to our work is that of Bartram et al. in
characterizing “Untidy data” [5]. Several of our findings resonate with
theirs. We also observed the pattern of separating a “master” table
from further analysis and refinements (Section 5.1.3), albeit not in all
participants. We also observed an emphasis on readability and compre-
prehension (Section 5.3.1), constraints posed by moving between
tools (Section 5.1.2), exploratory re-coding of data (Section 5.2), and
expertise barriers to using formalized structures (Section 5.2.3).

We also build on the findings of Ragavan et al., who observed
that spreadsheet authors make efforts to improve the comprehen-
sibility of their spreadsheets [101]. Our findings reaffirm a deep
consideration for the readability of the spreadsheet both by the author and by their collaborators, and that private spreadsheets often contained less structure than shared ones (Section 5.1.3). In that paper, the authors speculate that there may be various trade-offs in the spreadsheet authoring process, such as high manual effort of preparing spreadsheets for comprehension and that the structure that suits one task may not suit others. Our findings confirm these speculations and elaborate how such concerns are in tension with others during the authoring process, when it comes to the structure and layout of data.

Similarly, our findings support those of earlier studies. Sarkar and Gordon found that learning in spreadsheets is “informal, opportunistic and social” [92]. We found participants relying on social interactions with colleagues or friends to learn about structuring techniques or to cope with unstructured data (Section 5.4.3).

8.2 New perspectives on the user experience of data structuring

8.2.1 Structure is task-dependent, dynamic, and continuous. Our study shows that “structure” cannot exist in isolation. The user’s experience of structure, as we observed, is always in relation to an operation. There is no such thing as “structured” or “unstructured” data in any absolute sense. Thus, for example, the addition of annotative marginalia at around a table can be viewed either as a subversion of the formal table structure that may interfere with the formal operations of sorting and filtering, or as the addition of structure to improve comprehension. Many of these “operations” – formula authoring, exploratory analysis, preparation for auxiliary tools, comprehension – are not database operations in the traditional sense, but rather denote classes of activities of importance to the user.

At any given moment the same spreadsheet can perform as either structured or unstructured, depending on the user and the task at hand. As observed in Sections 5.2.2 and 5.2.3, the decision to apply or not apply certain kinds of structure is subject to a network of influences that includes an often implicit consideration of which operations the user is likely to perform over the lifetime of the spreadsheet, and with what frequency.

Terms such as “structured”, “unstructured”, “tidy” and “untidy” not only incorrectly imply that structure is a static property of the data layout in a spreadsheet, whereas participants in our study experienced structure as being dynamic and contingent, but they additionally imply a false dichotomy, whereas instead participants in our study experienced their data as being on a continuum of structure.

8.2.2 Spreadsheets are containers for structural tension. Consider the ‘tug of war’ of pushes and pulls that the structure of the spreadsheet encounters (Figure 2). Viewed in isolation, this can paint quite a negative picture of the experience of structuring data in spreadsheets, with the user faced with the challenging task of resolving these tensions.

However, this situation can also be viewed in the context of the broader journeys that many users undertake between spreadsheets and various auxiliary tools (e.g., Figures 3 and 5). In these workflows, there are tensions and requirements in the workflow that can only be contained, absorbed, and resolved within the versatile environment of the spreadsheet. An important perspective our data shows is that spreadsheets are an intermediary substrate for ad-hoc data abstractions that enable these ways of working with tools. If a tug of war is an inevitable part of contemporary data work, the spreadsheet is the indispensable rope.

8.2.3 Attention investment trade-offs moderate structuring. An important advance of our study is to provide empirical evidence that users view the costs of structuring as an attention investment trade-off. Blackwell’s attention investment model of end-user programming posits that the user weighs any effort invested in authoring their program (in our case, the spreadsheet) against the future payoff of that investment [9]. While this has been shown to be the case in the context of error testing [110, 112], it has only been speculated to be a factor in the problem of structuring data. We found participants explicitly accounting for the longevity of the spreadsheet and the frequency of its use as part of the decision to invest attention in building structure (Section 5.2.2).

8.2.4 Agency and expertise moderate structuring. Another important advance of our study over previous work is to identify the importance of agency during spreadsheet use. Agency is a term from cognitive neuroscience referring to “the experience of controlling one’s own actions and, through this control, affecting the external world” [26]. In this case, the user’s sense of agency is with respect to their task, data, and operation of the spreadsheet software. Previous work has observed the need for expertise, that is, in order to use a formalized structure such as Excel tables (i.e., “Ctrl-T tables”), the user must acquire expertise in that feature.

While agency and expertise are closely related – expertise is a key factor in creating agency for end-user programmers – they are subtly different. Even when the formal mechanism was well-understood, some participants still felt a greater sense of ‘control’ over their data when using the flexible grid (Section 5.3.2). For the participants in our study, this primarily stemmed from the fact that formal mechanisms are often opinionated and modify normal modes of operation, such as Excel tables automatically adding rows and columns when data is entered adjacent to a table, which interferes with the user practice of applying marginalia, or automatically using structured reference notation when writing formulas.

Previous work has observed that such opinionation can result in a loss of agency even when operating in consistent and intelligible ways [26]. However, such work has also shown that there may be a threshold degree of automated assistance below which the user does not experience a significant loss of agency, which highlights an opportunity for spreadsheet data structures. Moreover, an opinionated structure may not always entail automated assistance and a consequent loss of agency. For example, the multiple representations approach, as adopted by Calculation View [93], layers a structural abstraction over the grid without affecting any normal modes of operation on the grid.

8.3 Implications for design and practice

8.3.1 Composable and transient structures. In Section 8.2.1 we discussed that the user’s perception of structure is task-dependent, dynamic, and continuous. This has two interesting implications. One implication is that data structuring features in spreadsheets might better align with users’ workflows if they had incremental constraints and benefits, and could be composed with each other. Thus a user might want their data to reside simultaneously in an array (which facilitates certain formula operations) as well as in a table column (which facilitates sorting and filtering), choosing only to add structure when the perceived benefits exceed the costs. This is easier said than done. Developing a coherent set of interactions for composable data structures with due consideration of the myriad edge cases would make for valuable and interesting future work; there are likely to be several challenges just in ensuring arrays and tables work together, for instance. Another implication is that no single structure is appropriate in all situations for all users — to the contrary, every structure in a spreadsheet is likely to be inappropriate for many user operations over the lifetime of the spreadsheet. Thus the major design problem is to help users select, deselect, and modify their structure for different scenarios, rather than to identify “better” structures.

8.3.2 Table columns as a user-centric structure. Our findings reveal the table column to be a powerful user-centric data structure. While table columns have always been the locus of sorting and filtering operations, our findings additionally show that they can be appropriated for many other operations such as conditional formatting, data validation, formula authoring, access control, and pivoting.

This may seem superficial, but it is a meaningful departure from programmer-centric data types such as arrays and records, for the following reasons. Table columns display the entirety of the data, i.e., they “begin the abstraction gradient at zero” [90], therefore enabling visual inspection and direct manipulation [98] — a finding echoed by Bartram et al. Moreover, the header cell of a table column serves both as a descriptive comprehension aid, as well as a graphical abstraction over the data in the column, and is therefore ideal for situating operations that uniformly affect all cells in the column.

Table column operations are not an entirely new concept. Sorting and filtering through table headers cells is widely implemented in spreadsheet applications. Moreover, data operations such as outlier detection have been implemented at the table column level in applications oriented towards professional data scientists.5 However, our findings highlight an opportunity to incorporate many more common operations of concern to spreadsheet users into spreadsheet table columns, and our second study suggests that these features would in fact make a meaningful impact on the value proposition of formal tables in spreadsheets.

8.3.3 Opportunities for auxiliary tools. While our study has identified some opportunities for spreadsheet tools that may aid users with the challenges of structuring data, a more important contribution has been to problematize the notion that these challenges can be addressed through the design of spreadsheets alone, by revealing the extent of the network of influences that reach well beyond the spreadsheet tool itself.

There are both technical as well as non-technical opportunities here. For example, scripting tools can be integrated within spreadsheets [65]. Tools that are used as data sources for spreadsheets or data sinks from spreadsheets can be designed to better accommodate different kinds of structure. A tool that expects data to be shaped in a strict relational format can greatly improve the comprehensibility of the spreadsheet being fed into it, if it can account for sub-headers, marginalia and subgroup header rows. While it can be argued that this can make such tools more complex and potentially introduces some kinds of errors, our study and those before it show that the alternative — an unproductive and incomprehensible spreadsheet layout — can be far worse.

8.3.4 Addressing collaborator mismatches. Moreover, several aspects of spreadsheet structuring were influenced by the needs of collaborators and considerations for the audience. When the collaborators’ needs and priorities were significantly different from those of the author, this created strong tensions in the kind of data structure needed in the spreadsheet (Section 5.2.4). While Nardi observed that spreadsheet co-authors at different levels of expertise naturally fall into different roles [77], our study shows that when users are called upon to contribute to a spreadsheet whose data structures presuppose more expertise than they have, this can lead to conflict and errors. Our study suggests that while not all collaborator mismatches can be avoided, a relatively straightforward one is a mismatch in user expertise, which can be avoided with careful employee training and collaboration planning. A mismatch in collaborator priorities pulling spreadsheet structure in different directions will almost certainly require negotiation and compromise between the individuals involved, but the tool may be able to help prompt such a negotiation, for example by detecting repeated changes to structure by various collaborators. The tool could then suggest one of the strategies used by our participants to manage spreadsheet collaboration, such as requiring each collaborator to work on an independent sheet.

9 CONCLUSION

We interviewed 21 spreadsheet users from various domains and levels of expertise about their use of structure in spreadsheets. We found several factors that influence the user’s choice of structure in any given spreadsheet, including the user’s spreadsheet expertise (or lack thereof), the audience of the spreadsheet, needs of collaborators, the use of auxiliary data tools, the potential costs of structuring, concerns around error prevention, considerations of spreadsheet comprehensibility, and a sense of control and agency. Building on previous work that has studied individual aspects of data structuring in spreadsheets, our study is the first to document in detail how these factors may interact.

We found that the table column is a common unit of operation and accordingly created four click-through prototypes showing various spreadsheet operations such as formula authoring and conditional validation applied at the table column level, which we used as design probes in a second study with 20 participants. Through this study we discovered that table column operations are a powerful primitive that improve the utility of tabular structures, but nonetheless cannot be expected to offset the countervailing forces that make the flexible, 2-dimensional grid so useful and popular.
Future work may study in greater detail how these effects vary across different segments of the user population as well as techniques that may infer the user context and suggest an appropriate level of structure. Future studies may also explore in greater detail the nature of collaborative tasks around spreadsheets and the interplay between novice and expert users.
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A CODES USED FOR THEMATIC ANALYSIS

A.1 Observed Data Arrangement Layouts

- observed tables: vertical tables
- observed tables: horizontal tables
- observed tables: relationship tables
- observed layouts and structures: structured tabular data
- observed layouts and structures: unstructured tabular data
- observed layouts and structures: unstructured non-tabular data
- columns: hidden helper columns
- columns: empty columns used
- headers: using multi-row headers
- headers: using one header
- headers: descriptive and long headers
- headers: no headers used
- rows: empty rows used
- comments: in-cell commenting
- comments: sticky note commenting
- comments: separate column for comments
- comments: manual comments in the grid
- row annotations: highlighting entire rows
- row annotations: images inside rows
- row annotations: strike-through on rows
- colours: using colours to flag errors
- colours: using colours as information
- colours: using colours to organize data
- optional annotations: using colours to improve understanding
- unnecessary annotations: not useful for understanding text
A.2 Data Arrangement Patterns and Practices

- data import: data imported from third party software
- data import: data added manually
- data migration: data migration among spreadsheet software
- data migration: data migration among third parties
- data practices: conversion from raw data to tabular data
- data practices: conducting all analysis on ‘master’ spreadsheet
- data practices: keeping original data intact
- data practices: balancing structure for computation and flexibility
- data practices: making trade-offs to ensure sheet is not labor intensive
- transforming multiple sheets into one: using single sheet to improve comprehension
- transforming multiple sheets into one: using single sheet to improve readability
- transforming multiple sheets into one: using single sheet due to being unable to link sheets
- dividing data into separate sheets: using separate sheets to conduct additional analysis
- dividing data into separate sheets: using separate sheets for collaborator analysis
- dividing data into separate sheets: using separate sheets to differentiate content
- dividing data into separate sheets: using separate sheets for easier sort
- dividing data into separate sheets: using separate sheets for easier filter
- dividing data into separate sheets: using separate sheets to store backups
- dividing data into separate sheets: using separate sheets to hide obsolete data
- dividing data into separate sheets: using separate sheets to duplicate sheets
- dividing data into separate sheets: using separate sheets to reuse sheets

A.3 Factors and Motivators affecting Data Arrangement Patterns

- structure of imported data from third parties: structure by third party software has been tidy
- ability to export data into third-party tools: converting to tidy to be able to export to visualization tools
- ability to export data into third-party tools: converting to tidy to be able to export to databases
- ability to export data into third-party tools: converting to tidy to be able to export to word tools
- ability to export data into third-party tools: ability to export data into analysis tools
- knowledge over how data would evolve over time: not knowing what additional data added caused less structure over time
- knowledge over how data would evolve over time: knowing how data will be used adds more organization and structure
- lack of skills or knowledge over how to structure: spreadsheet was unstructured because no knowledge over sheet linking
- structure decided by templates provided: voluntarily selecting or using own templates
- structure decided by templates provided: voluntarily selecting or using other’s templates
- structure decided by templates provided: creating tidy templates for collaborators
- structure decided by templates provided: creating tidy templates for co-workers
- structure decided by templates provided: unwillingly having to use managers’ templates
- structure decided by templates provided: tendency to use managers’ templates
- ability to use data arrangement and computation tools: need structure to perform data arrangement and computation
- ability to use data arrangement and computation tools: need structure to perform computation
- ability to use data arrangement and computation tools: no need for structure because not doing computations or data arrangement
- ability to use data arrangement and computation tools: no need for structure because not arranging data
- ability to accomplish the task only matters: having little to no time
- ability to accomplish the task only matters: having no motivation to introduce structure
- ability to accomplish the task only matters: the job can be done with the lack of structure
- ability to accomplish the task only matters: not wanting to spend effort
- ability to accomplish the task only matters: being lazy or idle
- ability to accomplish the task only matters: spreading work among colleagues
- volume of data: less structure because data is little
- complexity of data: less structure because data is not complex
- volume of data: more structure because data is large
- complexity of data: more structure because data is complex
- improving understanding and reducing errors for collaborators: adding structure to prevent errors by collaborators
- improving understanding and reducing errors for collaborators: adjusting structure to make spreadsheets more readable for collaborators
- improving understanding and reducing errors for collaborators: adjusting structure to make spreadsheets more readable for clients
- improving understanding and reducing errors for collaborators: adjusting structure to make spreadsheets more readable for co-workers
structured influenced/decided by collaborators: multiple collaborators cause untidy structure over time
structured influenced/decided by collaborators: structure has been completely decided by collaborators
structured influenced/decided by collaborators: structure has been partially decided by collaborators
structured influenced/decided by collaborators: structure has been heavily decided by collaborators
spreadsheet audience: spreadsheets shared publicly were more structured
spreadsheet audience: spreadsheets shared publicly were cleaner
spreadsheet audience: spreadsheets shared with clients had more structure
spreadsheet audience: spreadsheets shared with employers had more structure
comprehension cost: spreadsheet is less structured, because it was private
reputation cost: spreadsheet is more structured, because it was shared with managers
reputation cost: spreadsheet is more structured to preserve corporate reputation
reputation cost: spreadsheet is more structured because it was facing audit
need for comprehension: using rich data to improve visualization
need for understanding: using rich tables to improve visualization
need for comprehension: using rich data to be able to understand the spreadsheet later
need for understanding: using rich data to be able understand the spreadsheet later
structuring data the way the mind thinks about it: structuring data as tabular the way the mind thinks about it
structuring data the way the mind thinks about it: layout out unstructured data the way the mind thinks about it
structuring data the way the mind thinks about it: aligning data the way the mind thinks about it
need for flexibility and full control: unstructured because need for control and flexibility
need for total control over data: structured because user likes to have limited structure
structuring data to be error-prone: adding tabular structure to prevent errors
structuring data to be error-prone: adding tabular structure to reduce errors
structuring data to be error-prone: adding tabular data to ensure auditing tools can be run
structuring data to be error-prone: using data validation to prevent errors
structuring data to be error-prone: using data validation to reduce errors
structuring data to be error-prone: preventing spreadsheet errors when importing names
structuring data to be error-prone: preventing spreadsheet errors when importing names
need for ease of use when structuring data: inability to run necessary computations and analysis
need for ease of use when structuring data: inability to use data arrangement and functionalities
need for ease of use when structuring data: inability to conduct meaningful analysis
lacking knowledge to use formulas and data arrangement tools: lacking awareness of what features and formulas exist
lacking knowledge to use formulas and data arrangement tools: lacking willingness and effort to learn new features and formulas
lacking knowledge to use formulas and data arrangement tools: difficulty discovering new features and formulas
lacking knowledge to use formulas and data arrangement tools: difficulty discovering new formulas
lacking knowledge to use formulas and data arrangement tools: difficulty discovering new formulas
need for ease of use when structuring data: adding unstructured data allows easy reuse
need for ease of use when structuring data: adding unstructured data allows easy reuse
need for ease of use when structuring data: adding unstructured data is easy
need for ease of use when structuring data: adding unstructured data requires no learning
need for ease of use when structuring data: adding unstructured data is quick
need for ease of use when structuring data: adding unstructured data on spreadsheets is efficient because they are ubiquitous
need for ease of use when structuring data: adding unstructured data allows easy reuse
A.4 Limitations and Drawbacks of Unstructured Data
need for ease of use when structuring data: inability to run necessary computations and analysis
need for ease of use when structuring data: inability to use data arrangement and functionalities
need for ease of use when structuring data: inability to conduct meaningful analysis
lacking knowledge to use formulas and data arrangement tools: lacking awareness of what features and formulas exist
lacking knowledge to use formulas and data arrangement tools: lacking willingness and effort to learn new features and formulas
lacking knowledge to use formulas and data arrangement tools: difficulty discovering new features and formulas
lacking knowledge to use formulas and data arrangement tools: difficulty discovering new formulas
lacking knowledge to use formulas and data arrangement tools: difficulty discovering new formulas
need for ease of use when structuring data: adding unstructured data allows easy reuse
need for ease of use when structuring data: adding unstructured data is easy
need for ease of use when structuring data: adding unstructured data requires no learning
need for ease of use when structuring data: adding unstructured data is quick
need for ease of use when structuring data: adding unstructured data on spreadsheets is efficient because they are ubiquitous
need for ease of use when structuring data: adding unstructured data allows easy reuse
A.5 Workarounds for dealing with Unstructured Data
getting help from colleagues and the internet: memorizing formulas through online searchers
getting help from colleagues and the internet: asking for help from online forums
getting help from colleagues and the internet: difficulty using already known advanced formulas
getting help from colleagues and the internet: getting necessary help from colleagues
getting help from colleagues and the internet: getting necessary help from collaborators
getting help from colleagues and the internet: getting necessary help from family members
using trial and error to learn to use formulas: learning to use formulas through trial and error
manually computing & formatting: manually computing formulas and pivot tables
manually computing & formatting: manually sorting out rows
• manually computing & formatting: manually filtering out rows
• manually computing & formatting: manually adding colour formatting
• manually computing & formatting: manually adding data validation
• using third parties to perform analysis: third parties are easier to use than excel formulas
• using third parties to perform analysis: third parties provide better analysis than spreadsheets
• using third parties to perform analysis: third parties create tremendous manual labor and work
• manually checking for errors: manually reviewing collaborators edits for errors
• manually checking for errors: manually reviewing for own errors in spreadsheets

A.6 Downsides of Formal or Structured Tables
• formal tables have very poor value: the advantage and value of formal tables is not clear
• formal tables require learning: formal tables are an issue for novice collaborators
• formal tables require learning: formal tables require learning
• formal tables limit structuring data: inability to merge rows
• formal tables limit structuring data: inability to have empty rows
• formal tables limit structuring data: inability to have empty columns
• formal tables limit structuring data: combining columns is challenging
• formal tables limit the flexibility: inability to have full and clear control of the data
• formal tables limit the flexibility: perception of losing control over data
• formal tables create performance problems: slowing down application
• formal tables create performance problems: slowing down device
• formal tables have poor functionality: formal tables don’t recognize extra columns
• formal tables remove essential information: single headers are problematic
• formal tables are incompatible with rich data: difficulty merging both
• formal tables cannot be easily exported: difficulty exporting table into other formats

A.7 Improving the Experience of Structuring Tabular Data in Spreadsheets
• headers: ability to easily set nested headers
• columns: ability to easily apply data validation from columns
• columns: ability to easily apply conditional formatting for columns
• columns: ability to group by category in columns
• columns: ability to expand and collapse grouped categories
• columns: ability to sort and filter grouped categories
• columns: ability to conduct computations on grouped categories
• columns: ability to easily aggregate columns
• columns: ability to set formulas on entire columns
• columns: ability to lock formulas on entire columns
• rows: ability to easily apply conditional formatting for rows
• nudging for transformation: ability to preview transformations before they are made
• nudging for transformation: ability to experiment with transformations before they are live
• nudging for transformation: asking users for permission before transformation
• nudging for transformation: giving users information before transformation
• nudging for transformation: ability to permanently hide nudging notifications
• transformations: ability to exclude columns from being reshaped
• transformations: ability to keep the source data intact
• transformations: ability to conduct transformations on a separate sheet
• transformations: transformations should never be automatic or forced
• templates: propose excel tabular templates for users
• templates: propose limited number of templates
• sort and filter: allow users to easily undo sort and filter
• sort and filter: allow users to easily hide sort and filter buttons
• sort and filter: allow users to easily disable sort buttons
• sort and filter: allow users to easily disable filter buttons
• sort and filter: allow users to easily sort and filter empty rows
• sort and filter: allow users to easily shuffle rows
• sort and filter: allow users to easily sort and filter more than two conditions
• sort and filter: allow users to filter rows based on one column value
• styles and formatting: allow users to preserve their own styling
• styles and formatting: allow users to preserve their own colouring
• styles and formatting: allow users easily change styling
• styles and formatting: allow users easily change colouring
• styles and formatting: allow users to automatically apply styling
• styles and formatting: allow users to automatically apply colouring
• styles and formatting: allow users to change the style of sort buttons
• styles and formatting: allow users to change the style of filter buttons
• navigation: allow users to easily select table values
• reducing errors: automatically flag obvious errors to users
• reducing errors: allow users to review errors and take manual actions
• commenting and annotations: allow users to add ‘tool-tip’ comments for whole columns
• reducing errors: don’t automatically convert annotations into columns
• analytics and information: give summary statistics to users
• analytics and information: give deeper insights and analytics to users
• analytics and information: allow users to set reminders
• automation and intelligence: automatically providing data validation to users
• automation and intelligence: automatically suggesting auto-filling for users
• automation and intelligence: automatically suggesting row selection for users
• machine learning pain points: machine learning insights should only be a suggestions
• machine learning pain points: machine learning cannot know what users exactly ones
• machine learning pain points: users don’t trust machine learning to be helpful
• machine learning pain points: users need full transparency and control
• machine learning pain points: machine learning creates privacy issues

A.8 Improving the Experience of Spreadsheets
• improve the experience of cell editing: need for more flexibility in formatting cells
• improve the experience of cell editing: need to add hyperlinks inside cells
• improve the experience of cell editing: need for better merging experiences
• improve the experience of cell editing: need for make better dependencies between contents of different cells
• improve help experiences: need for better help features
• improve help experiences: need for better excel templates
• improve the experience of language tools: need for foreign language support
• improve the experience of language tools: need for clearer spelling check
• improve the experience of language tools: need for academic referencing support
• improve the experience of programming: need to be able to run programming tools within excel
• improve the experience of commenting: improving commenting experiences
• improve the experience of commenting: being able to build charts
• improve the experience of collaboration: being able to better track and review collaborator edits
• improve the experience of collaboration: addressing access control issues by external collaborators
• improve the experience of version history: need better own tracking history
• improve the experience of connectivity: being able to work everywhere
• improve the experience of connectivity: need to stay within the same ecosystem of office products
• improve the experience of intelligence: need for better auto-population for rows
• improve the experience of intelligence: improve the experience of formula auto-completion
• improve the experience of linking spreadsheets: address the privacy challenges of linking spreadsheets
• improve the experience of linking spreadsheets: improving the experience of combining data from different spreadsheets
• improve the experience of sheet protection: improving the experience of protecting sheets
• improve the experience of exporting: improving the experience of exporting .CSV files
• improve the experience of exporting: improving the experience of exporting .TSV files